
Recruiter Tech & Digital



ABOUT US
ERIKS Digital is the formerly award winning startup Zamro and today the
global technology & data hub of ERIKS. We are forerunners that love to
take on new adventures and try new things. We thrive on innovation and
are here to digitally transform the world of industrial services.

In order to achieve this, we created a culture in which we act as a sports
team. We have a growth mindset, are result driven and work in a high
pace. And most importantly: we do it together. With colleagues that are
as fun as they are bright.

This results in digital innovations for industrial customers. Together we 
work on amongst others:

 A multiple award winning e-commerce platform

 Digital platform and APIservices

 SmartAsset Management through IoT technologies

 Enhancing value creation with data analytics
This way, we support the customer in becoming more cost efficient, 
effective or sustainable.

It’s a complex environment which might change tomorrow – that’s the 
fun of it. Ready to do things differently? Let’s make industry more digital.

ABOUT THE POSITION
We are looking for a recruitment superstar to join our team as our
dedicated Recruiter.

In ERIKS Digital, it is our mission to maximize the power of digital
technology and data for every ERIKS colleague and customer.

We strongly believe in diversity of culture, gender and perspectives
to innovate and solve problems. Our core values are Integrity, Trust,
Inclusivity, Passion, Curiosity. They are part of us in our professional
and personal life. We are eager to grow our team with new
colleagues who share these values and add more diversity to our
team.

As our dedicated Recruiter, you will be in charge of all recruitment
activities for ERIKS Digital, working in a full cycle recruitment role
(e.g., employer branding, job intake, advising the hiring managers,
sourcing, hunting, interviewing and closing the deal).
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YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES:
 You will be responsible for managing the full recruiting cycle (e.g., writing job descriptions, sourcing and hunting potential candidates,

interviewing and closing the deal)

 You strongly believe in building culture and can find the right candidates for the job (and fight for the right mindset opposed to skillset).

 You are the ERIKS Digital ambassador to the outside world and will use all your creative power to ensure ERIKS Digital is top of mind for
potential candidates.

 You’ll organize and attend events to build your network with potential candidates.

 You understand the best candidates don’t apply themselves. If they don’t come to you, you know how to find them.
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OFFER:
 Attractive remuneration package, including 37 vacation days

 Business tools (laptop and mobile phone)

 Hybrid work model

 Have impact on decision making

 Have impact on our future recruitment strategy

 A nice office next to Amstel station with a good lunch

 An excellent career perspective within ERIKS or other SHV Group  
Companies. For more information go to www.shv.nl .

YOUR PROFILE:

 You already have a track record within tech recruitment.

 Your tool belt is full of nitty chrome extensions.

 You are fluent in English and preferably Dutch too.

 You’re not mainly driven by filling seats, but actually care about 
the right person for the right job.

 You believe in the personal approach and understands that mass 
mailing candidates isn’t working.

 High energy with the ability to understand candidates/ hiring 
manager’s needs.



…we are multi-product specialists and serve our 
customers with high quality products, on time 

deliveries and custom made solutions…

…we innovate and co-engineer.We create out-of-
the-box solutions for our customers and with our 

customers…

…we have a passion for know-how.We are more  
than sellers of products…

We provide goods and services to a wide range of customers

ABOUT ERIKS



Quentine Stoc
Recruiter a.i.

Quentine.stoc@eriks.com
+316 22 07 08 21

ERIKS Digital

Wibautstraat 134
1097 DN,Amsterdam
www.eriks.com
www.careers.eriksdigital.com

Let’s make industry work better

Interested or you would like more information?

Please contact:

http://www.eriks.com/
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